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Adapting to Covid to Build a
Resilient Community
Pam Grundy,
Executive VP of On-site
Operations

A lot of us these days are looking for the light at the end of the tunnel. COVID-19
has consumed us and changed our lives for months. We’re learning painfully that a
pandemic isn’t quickly contained. Your association will likely cope with COVID-19 for
the long haul.
As a board member, you’ve been given an unprecedented opportunity to develop
and demonstrate resilient leadership. Your decisions today can protect the health
of your members as well as mitigate the economic and social impacts on your
association.
This edition is about adapting and coping with the effects of the pandemic on your
community and preparing for the “new next.”
As your management company, CMA offers support to cope with challenges that
shape
• Your HOA budget
• Your communication with members
• Your meetings and association business
• Your community activities

Rob Koop,
Executive VP of Portfolio
Operations

In the face of lingering uncertainty, CMA is here to support you with a systematic,
methodical approach to help you sort out the complex questions and customize
solutions for your community.
Together we can flatten a steep learning curve to adapt and rebound for “what’s
next.”
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Covid-19 and Your HOA Budget
Covid has struck Texas hard, and your HOA budget may have taken a hit.
You likely have covered some items as emergency expenses in 2020. Once
the emergency tap runs dry, it’s wise to anticipate that some expenses of the
pandemic will carry over for long-term costs and improvements.
What costs might your community need to plan for in 2021?
• New signage for health and safety, i.e. social distancing reminders, pool
rules and hours, etc.
• Increased monitor hours to count heads at the pool or other amenities
• Increased porter costs for cleaning and increased janitorial supplies
Modifications and upgrades to facilities:
• Hands-free toilets, faucets, paper towel dispensers
• Foot pulls for doors
• Installation of plexiglass barriers
• Permanent hand cleaning stations
• Ground markings expense
For more ideas about planning your HOA budget, view these articles on our
blog:
How will Covid-19 Affect Your HOA Budget?
What’s Missing From Your Association’s Budget?
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How Will You Handle Shortfalls?
The economic fallout of job and wage losses will affect HOAs as more homeowners
run out of emergency funds. Now is the time for HOAs to plan to tighten their belts
and cut expenses.
Two key strategies to adopt:
• Defer non-urgent maintenance, such as updating landscaping or other
aesthetic improvements.
• Plan for unpaid assessments by controlling expenses and maintaining
your collections policy for delinquent assessments. Consider increasing
the percentage of your bad debt allowance contribution in your
operating budget. The bad debt allowance acts as a cushion for your
balance sheet as assessments are written off when mortgage lenders
foreclose.

“Think about it this way: Is your city,
town, or county council reducing
your property taxes or local earned
income taxes, just because they had
to shut down public parks, golf courses,
and swimming pools due to the
pandemic?”

A respected HOA attorney summarizes these recommendations to board members in
a nutshell. “Do not suspend collections, or pre-emptively waive fees or offer payment
plans. Consider requests on a case by case basis.”
View this informative, brief video: How to Handle Delinquencies and Collections
during the Pandemic presented by presented by Dean Riddle, J.D., founding partner
of Riddle and Williams.
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Communicate. Communicate. Communicate.
Are you still vacillating, deciding if you’re dealing with an imminent threat or adjusting
to periodic outbreaks. The answer is to act on both, as well as communicate about the
actions you take and why.
Like a virus, words are infectious. They can instill fear and panic or facilitate understanding
and calm. Above all, they can spark action. Choose them carefully.

How to Put Messages into Words
1. Keep our websites, social media, and newsletters up to date.
2. Communicate proactively. Provide regular updates about news and events in the

To read more
about ‘how to
put messages
into words’, click
on the image
to download/
enlarge.
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community. Share information honestly, and with diplomacy.
3. Don’t dodge difficult questions. Answer forthrightly and reasonably. Here’s how one
board member addressed a common question. “Please note, expenses are still coming in
whether facilities are open or not. No assessments will be discounted or waived due to the
pandemic.”
4. Balance difficult messages e.g. closed amenities, with comments that show ‘we’re all in this
together.’ “Our community common areas weren’t constructed for social distancing. We
have adapted by putting up barriers and signs to discourage physical contact and asking
owners to use online services and wear masks to protect everyone’s safety.”
5. Keep a positive outlook. Find and create good news about your neighborhood.
• Feature news about Community Heroes - first responders, health care professionals,
and essential workers who live in or serve the community
• Encourage owners to show and tell about their pets and pet adoptions.
6. Practice contagious compassion. Urge community members to help shut-ins with grocery
shopping, or aid with solutions for childcare emergencies. Post flyers or information about
where to get Covid testing if there is a nearby location.

Use Virtual Media to Engage
As a board you may feel besieged and yet cut off from the people sitting in
their homes, right across the street. On what level can you connect with them?
Your common ground is your community association. Use virtual media to make
association meetings more transparent.
• Welcome owners to virtual board meetings or to a virtual town hall. Board
meetings using online apps open up association business to all members. They
can dial in to listen to audio or participate in a video meeting. Remind folks
that they can receive e-mailed notices about board meetings by registering
on your website.
There are benefits of wider community participation in board meetings. You
can solicit feedback from owners about decisions that will affect them. This
proactive information-sharing can build consensus.

Video conferencing tools
prevent miscommunication,
increase engagement, and
allow association members
to join video online meetings
anywhere from their
preferred devices.

• Offer online elections for annual meetings. A subscription to an e-voting
service enables owners to participate from your association website. Owners
can log-in from home to vote in a board election or an amendment. As a
bonus, the service also allows you to create surveys.
• Surveys present good opportunities for interaction with residents. They allow
boards and committees to take a systematic approach to request input about
community needs and decisions.
Use a survey to ask owners about their top interests or needs in the community.
For example, would you like to find out who would be interested in recycling
paper or electronics items before you plan an event and schedule the truck?
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Combat Isolation with Connection
Inclusive communications, virtual meetings and surveys all invite community connection.
Besides these, many communities are finding creative activities to encourage social
connections that also avoid close personal contacts.
Moms, kids and volunteers find inspiration for fun on social media as well as for practical
service projects and small group activities.

“Social connection is such
a basic feature of human
experience that when we are
deprived of it, we suffer.”
- Leonard Mlodinow,
theoretical physicist and
author
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Coordinated planning and promotion can be accomplished through online social media,
e-mail or flyers. Families can weigh the benefits of connecting through small neighborhood
activities compared with outside recreational events and extracurricular activities that
may have been curtailed due to the risk of infection.

Weigh the Risks
The Texas Medical Association has
developed a chart rating the risks
of various activities. (shown right)

Opening the mail
Getting restaurant takeout
Pumping gasoline
Playing tennis
Going camping

As humans we are still climbing
a steep learning curve when it
comes to surviving a pandemic.
CMA is here to support your
association and to help you
sort through complex questions
and customize solutions for your
community.

Grocery shopping
Going for a walk, run, or bike with others

“Social distancing is like
asking a string section to
play pianissimo: it only
works if everyone does it.”

Playing golf
Staying at a hotel for two nights
Sitting in a doctor’s waiting room
Going to a library or museum
Eating in a restaurant (outside)
Walking in a busy downtown
Spending an hour at a playground

 
  
 
 


Having dinner at someone else’s house
Attending a backyard barbecue
Going to a beach
Shopping at a mall
Sending kids to school, camp, or daycare
Working a week in an office building

If you would like to learn more
about our specific budgeting
processes, special services
such as e-voting and how they
may help you to better align
your budgeting with actual
expenses, please contact your
association manager. Prospective
clients may contact jsloan@
cmamanagement.com.

Swimming in a public pool
Visiting an elderly relative /friend in their home

Going to a hair salon or barbershop
Eating in a restaurant (inside)
Attending a wedding or funeral
Traveling by plane
Playing basketball
Playing football
Hugging or shaking hands when greeting

Eating at a buffet
Working out at a gym
Going to an amusement park
Going to a movie theater
Attending a large music concert
Going to a sports stadium
Attending a religious service with 500+
Going to a bar
www.texmed.org

@texmed
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